A Fully Three-Dimensional Printed Inchworm-Inspired Soft Robot with Magnetic Actuation.
In the field of robotics, researchers are aiming to develop soft or partially soft bodied robots that utilize the motion and control system of various living organisms in nature. These robots have the potential to be robust and versatile, even safer for human interaction compared to traditional rigid robots. Soft robots based on biomimetic principles are being designed for real life applications by paying attention to different shape, geometry, and actuation systems in these organisms that respond to surrounding environments and stimuli. Especially, caterpillars or inchworms have garnered attention due to their soft compliant structure and crawling locomotion system making them ideal for maneuvering in congested spaces as a transport function. Currently, there are two major challenges with design and fabrication of such soft robots: using an efficient actuation system and developing a simple manufacturing process. Different actuation systems have been explored, which include shape memory alloy based coils and hydraulic and pneumatic actuators. However, the intrinsic limitations due to overall size and control system of these actuators prevent their integration in flexibility, lightweight, and compact manner, limiting practical and untethered applications. In comparison, magnetic actuation demonstrates simple wireless noncontact control. In terms of manufacturing process, additive manufacturing has emerged as an effective tool for obtaining structural complexity with high resolution, accuracy, and desired geometry. This study proposes a fully three-dimensional (3D) printed, monolithic, and tetherless inchworm-inspired soft robot that uses magnetic actuation for linear locomotion and crawling. Its structure is multimaterial heterogeneous particle-polymer composite with locally programmed material compositions. This soft robot is directly printed in one piece from a 3D computer model, without any manual assembly or complex processing steps, and it can be controlled by an external wireless force. This article presents its design and manufacturing with the novel magnetic field assisted projection stereolithography technique. Analytical models and numerical simulations of the crawling locomotion of the soft robot are also presented and compared with the experimental results of the 3D printed prototype. The overall locomotion mechanism of the magnetically actuated soft robot is evaluated with friction tests and stride efficiency analysis.